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The definitive and essential source of reference for all laboratories involved in the
analysis of human semen.
This stimulating resource presents the Looming Vulnerability Model, a nuanced take on
the cognitive-behavioral conceptualization of anxiety, worry, and other responses to
real or imagined threat. The core feature of the model—the perception of growing,
rapidly approaching threat—is traced to humans’ evolutionary past, and this
dysfunctional perception is described as it affects cognitive processing, executive
functioning, emotions, physiology, and behavior. The LVM framework allows for more
subtle understanding of mechanisms of and risk factors for the range of anxiety
disorders as well as for more elusive subclinical forms of anxiety, worry, and fear. In
addition, the authors ably demonstrate how the LVM can inform and refine cognitivebehavioral and other approaches to conceptualization, assessment, and treatment of
these often disabling conditions. This important volume: · Introduces the Looming
Vulnerability Model in its evolutionary, developmental, cognitive, and ecological
contexts. · Unites diverse theoretical strands regarding anxiety, fear, and worry
including work on wildlife behavior, experimental cognition and perception,
neuroimaging, and emotion. · Defines the looming cognitive style as a core aspect of
vulnerability. · Describes the measurement of the looming cognitive style, Looming
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Maladaptive Style Questionnaire, and measures of looming vulnerability for specific
disorders. · Details diverse clinical applications of the LVM across the anxiety disorders.
Spotlighting phenomena particularly relevant to current times, Looming Vulnerability,
brings a wealth of important new ideas to researchers studying anxiety disorders and
practitioners seeking more avenues for treating anxiety in their patients.
This book addresses the practice of social innovation, which is currently very much in
the public eye. New ideas and approaches are needed to tackle the severe and wicked
problems with which contemporary societies are struggling. Especially in times of
economic crisis, social innovation is regarded as one of the crucial elements needed to
move forward. Our knowledge of its dynamics has significantly progressed, thanks to
an abundance of studies on social innovation both general and sector-specific.
However, despite the valuable research conducted over the past years, the systematic
analysis of social innovation is still contested and incomplete. The questions asked in
the book will be the following: 1. What is the nature of social innovations? 2.What
patterns can be identified in social innovations emerging at the local level? 3.How is the
emergence and spread of social innovations related to urban governance? More
precisely, which conditions and arrangements facilitate and hinders social innovation?
We explore these questions using different types of data and methods, and studying
different contexts. In particular, we focus on innovations that aim at solving problems of
the young unemployed, single parents and migrants. This analysis is based on original
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research carried out in the period 2010-2013 in the framework of a European project
with a specific empirical research strategy. Research was carried out in 20 cities in 10
different European countries.
This is a survey of well characterized and recently discovered bacterial protein toxins. Leading
investigators of the respective toxins review the various molecular mechanisms of action,
ranging from toxin-induced ADP-ribosylation up to membrane perforation by pore-forming
toxins. Thy also describe the consequences on host physiology before focusing on potential
applications as cell biological and pharmacological tools for research and medical applications.
Detailed descriptions of the methodology include the engineering and use of modified and
chimeric toxins for better performance. A solid introduction to toxin structure and functions, as
well as a valuable source of methodology for researchers in molecular biology, pharmacology
and experimental medicine.
Official Gazette of the United States Patent and Trademark OfficePatentsScientific and
Technical Aerospace ReportsNuclear Science AbstractsProceedings of the Summer Computer
Simulation ConferenceOfficial Gazette of the United States Patent OfficePatentsAn
Introduction to Computer Graphics and Creative 3-D EnvironmentsSpringer Science &
Business Media
This is a brand new edition of the leading reference work on histological techniques. It is an
essential and invaluable resource suited to all those involved with histological preparations and
applications, from the student to the highly experienced laboratory professional. This is a one
stop reference book that the trainee histotechnologist can purchase at the beginning of his
career and which will remain valuable to him as he increasingly gains experience in daily
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practice. Thoroughly revised and up-dated edition of the standard reference work in
histotechnology that successfully integrates both theory and practice.Provides a single
comprehensive resource on the tried and tested investigative techniques as well as coverage
of the latest technical developments. Over 30 international expert contributors all of whom are
involved in teaching, research and practice.Provides authoritative guidance on principles and
practice of fixation and staining. Extensive use of summary tables, charts and
boxes.Information is well set out and easy to retrieve. Six useful appendices included (SI units,
solution preparation, specimen mounting, solubility). Provides practical information on
measurements, preparation solutions that are used in daily laboratory practice. Color
photomicrographs used extensively throughout. Better replicates the actual appearance of the
specimen under the microscope. Brand new co-editors. New material on immunohistochemical
and molecular diagnostic techniques.Enables user to keep abreast of latest advances in the
field.
Self on Audio: The collected audio design articles of Douglas Self, Third Edition is the most
comprehensive collection of significant articles in the technical audio press. This third edition
features 45 articles that first appeared in Elektor, Linear Audio, and Electronics World.
Including expanded prefaces for each article, the author provides background information and
circuit commentary. The articles cover both discrete and opamp preamplifier design, mixing
console design, and power amplifier design. The preamplifier designs are illuminated by the
very latest research on low noise and RIAA equalization. The famous series of 1993 articles on
power amplifier distortion is included, with an extensive commentary reflecting the latest
research on compensation and ultra-low distortion techniques. This book addresses the
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widened scope of technology that has become available to the audio designer over the last 35
years. New materials include: Prefaces that explain the historical background of the articles,
why they were written, and the best use of the technology of the day Extensive details,
including schematics, of designs that preceded or followed the design in each article, giving an
enormous amount of extra information and a comprehensive overview of how author's design
approaches have evolved New directions for the technology, describing new lines of thought
such as curvilinear Class-A
The Laboratory Computer: A Practical Guide for Physiologists and Neuroscientists introduces
the reader to both the basic principles and the actual practice of recording physiological signals
using the computer. It describes the basic operation of the computer, the types of transducers
used to measure physical quantities such as temperature and pressure, how these signals are
amplified and converted into digital form, and the mathematical analysis techniques that can
then be applied. It is aimed at the physiologist or neuroscientist using modern computer data
acquisition systems in the laboratory, providing both an understanding of how such systems
work and a guide to their purchase and implementation. The key facts and concepts that are
vital for the effective use of computer data acquisition systems A unique overview of the
commonly available laboratory hardware and software, including both commercial and free
software A practical guide to designing one's own or choosing commercial data acquisition
hardware and software
Instrumentation and automatic control systems.

For more than 40 years, Computerworld has been the leading source of
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technology news and information for IT influencers worldwide. Computerworld's
award-winning Web site (Computerworld.com), twice-monthly publication,
focused conference series and custom research form the hub of the world's
largest global IT media network.
Includes section, "Recent book acquisitions" (varies: Recent United States
publications) formerly published separately by the U.S. Army Medical Library.
it ensured that friction over the Taiwan Strait did not escalate into a full-blown
war. In fact, the Taiwan Patrol Force did its job so well that virtually nothing has
been written about it. U.S. Navy ships acted both as a buffer between the two
antagonists and as a trip wire in case of aggression. The force fulfilled the latter
function twice in the 1950s -- during the first (1954-55) and second (1958)
Taiwan Strait crises -This book introduces the fundamentals of 2-D and 3-D computer graphics.
Additionally, a range of emerging, creative 3-D display technologies are
described, including stereoscopic systems, immersive virtual reality, volumetric,
varifocal, and others. Interaction is a vital aspect of modern computer graphics,
and issues concerning interaction (including haptic feedback) are discussed.
Included with the book are anaglyph, stereoscopic, and Pulfrich viewing glasses.
Topics covered include: - essential mathematics, - vital 2-D and 3-D graphics
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techniques, - key features of the graphics, - pipeline, - display and interaction
techniques, - important historical milestones. Designed to be a core teaching text
at the undergraduate level, accessible to students with wide-ranging
backgrounds, only an elementary grounding in mathematics is assumed as key
maths is provided. Regular ‘Over to You’ activities are included, and each
chapter concludes with review and discussion questions.
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